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Abstract 

Efficient touch feedback, capable of monitoring the magnitude of force and 

identifying active location, is significant to artificial intelligence and interactive 

robotics. It generally needs the integration of multitudinous sensing elements and 

intricate manufacturing procedures. Here we propose a multifunctional paper-based 

touch sensor to realize touch trajectory recognition as well as achieve pressure 

information. The asymmetric and symmetric structures are designed to skillfully 

construct localization layer and pressure sensing layer. These functional layers 

effectively assemble a scalable touch sensor and, thus, greatly simplify the device’s 

architecture with the competitive advantages of easiness in fabrication, 

cost-effectiveness, self-switching characteristic, and programmability in interactive 

function. Through coding and using the electrical signals, human-computer 

interaction, human-machine interaction, and force-enhanced cryptographic matrix are 

explored and demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed touch sensor. This work 

provides a novel mechanosensational sensing paradigm to leverage the complex 

physics of a feasible strategy for advancing human-related interactive electronics. 

Keywords: wearable electronics, touch sensors, paper-based devices, hierarchical 

structures, interactive systems 
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1. Introduction 

Skin with tactile sensation offers effective touch feedback regarding the physical 

contact status to the brain for interacting with objects in manipulation tasks [1, 2]. 

Sensing electronics fabricated by using various functional materials, such as copper 

back-coated polytetrafluoroethylene [3], graphene/polyvinylidene fluoride [4], silver 

nanowires@polyurethane [5], or silver microflakes@polyester filaments [6], extend 

the interactive ability that is to control the targeted manipulations beyond the body [7, 

8]. Such electronics are multiple modes of sensing external stimuli like touch [9], 

vibration [10, 11], pressure [12, 13], and strain [14, 15]. Subsequently, intuitive 

feedback can be provided through display devices [16, 17], interactive machines [18, 

19], or safety warning equipment [20] by analyzing and processing the sensing signals 

[21]. The external stimuli are monitored by detecting the change in resistance [22, 23], 

capacitance [24], voltage [25, 26], magnetic field [27], light intensity, etc [28]. For 

instance, by coupling triboelectricity with electrostatic induction, a novel triboelectric 

nanogenerator-based micromotion sensor was fabricated to efficiently capture eye 

blink motion for smart home control system and even wireless hands-free typing 

system [29]. Effective tactual localization and touch trajectory recognition are helpful 

for motion detection [30, 31], authentication and identification [32], and personalized 

artificial skin [33, 34]. Generally, numerous sensing elements are required to form a 

sensing array [35, 36], and thus, may result in intricate wiring interconnections and 

difficulty in back-end signals processing [37]. The complexity of device structure and 

longtime consumption in manufacturing procedure pose challenges to the 

development and practicality of the sensing electronics. 

Unlike conventional silicon-based substrate, paper is considered as a novel 

substrate for fabricating functional electronics because of its low cost [38], portability 

[39], and recyclability [40]. Relying on the coupling effect of triboelectrification and 

matching design of functional materials, paper-based energy-harvesting devices were 

proposed and capable of scavenging various forms of energy sources for optionally 

powering energy-consumption electronics [41]. Nanoporous cellulose paper combined 

with carbon materials and electrolyte constituted a cost-effective energy storage 
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device that would adapt to stringent shape and space requirements due to the 

paper-thinness and flexibility [42]. Through origami technique, a crawling robot that 

could fold itself was created by developing a paper substrate with shape-memory 

composites, bringing a new paradigm to simplify the design and fabrication of 

autonomous machines [43]. Thus, paper provides an opportunity to be one of the 

promising platforms for the next generation of human-related electronics. 

Here we propose a scalable and highly effective approach to design paper-based 

touch recognition devices with the capabilities of tactual localization and touch 

trajectory recognition toward fascinating human-related interactive electronics. In 

mammalian skin, the tactile mechanoreceptors transform the mechanical stimulus that 

reaches from the epidermis to dermis into action potentials and, subsequently, provide 

the mechanosensation information to the brain through nerves (Top of Fig. 1). We 

introduce biomimetic touch sensor based on multilayered and hierarchical structures 

that can achieve the detection of localization signal and pressure signal 

simultaneously (Bottom of Fig. 1). The touch sensor integrates paper-based 

localization layer and pressure sensing layer. Unlike an ordinary light-localization 

sensor, the paper-based localization layer based on an asymmetric microstructure 

enables to detect the horizontal line localization as well as to confirm the localization 

in arc-shaped and Z-shaped devices. On the other hand, the sensing range of the 

pressure sensing layer based on symmetric microstructure is highly tunable by 

modulating the thickness of the spacer between the upper and bottom microstructural 

films. The as-designed device’s architecture is greatly simplified by adopting 

synergistical sensing of the localization layer and pressure sensing layer. Through 

identifying and coding mechanotransduction signals, multifarious human-computer 

interaction and human-machine interaction are explored and demonstrated by utilizing 

the paper-based localization layer. Furthermore, the paper-based touch sensor can be 

used to develop a force-enhanced cryptographic matrix to improve safety level for the 

future information security system. We believe this work not only opens the new 

potential of paper-based devices, but also brings new thoughts to the preparation and 

development of human-related interactive electronics. 
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2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials and devices fabrication 

For preparing the localization layer, two sheets of patterned adhesive tapes 

(ScotchTM Magic Tape 810#, 3M Inc.) were attached on the graph paper (No.704, 

QIANCAILE). Then, the 2B pencil (No.7084, Deli Company) was used to apply on 

the graph paper (Fig. S1a-I). After repeatedly drawing several times and peeling off 

the top patterned adhesive tape, the uniform graphite film with relatively high 

resistance was formed on the targeted area of the graph paper (Fig. S1a-II). The 

graphite film with relatively low resistance coating on the graph paper was fabricated 

by the 8B pencil (No.6841, Deli Company). The conductive line that connected to 

analysis circuit was led out at the end of one side of the graphite film by using 

conductive silver paint (SPI-PAINT, Structure Probe, Inc.). Subsequently, the two 

sheets of the graph paper with different conductive graphite film were face-to-face put 

together (Fig. S1a-III). Importantly, the slight gap existed between the two sheets of 

paper through a spacer (~ 0.12 mm). Finally, the localization layer was finished after 

being encapsulated by the 3M adhesive tape. Note that the arc-shaped template was 

prepared by the 3D printer (UltiMaker 2). For constructing the pressure sensing layer, 

abrasive paper (MATADOR, P220) was utilized to be deposited the graphite film 

prepared by the 8B pencil (Fig. S1b-I). The paper-based adhesive tape (NIKKO, 

Masking Tape) was served as the patterned template to be attached on the abrasive 

taper. After peeling off the template, a fresh and uniform graphite film formed on the 

abrasive paper by repeatedly pencil drawing in one direction. A new and 

semi-transparent 3M adhesive tape was coated on it and then would turn into black by 

applying a gentle pressure through a squeegee (Fig. S1b-II). This step would remove 

the redundant graphite on the top of the abrasives and formed the conductive graphite 

film with bumped morphology (Fig. S1b-III). Finally, two sheets of the same abrasive 

paper with the graphite film face-to-face sandwiched with a spacer of specified 

thickness (~ 0.38 mm) and were encapsulated together to construct the pressure 

sensing layer (Fig. S1b-IV). The touch sensor was fabricated by hierarchically 
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assembling the localization layer and the pressure sensing layer together (Fig. S1c). In 

details, firstly, the localization layer and the pressure sensing layer were prepared in 

the same size. Then, the localization layer was placed on the upper surface of the 

pressure layer. Finally, the 3M adhesive tape was used to fix them together. 

 

2.2. Properties measurements and characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (JEOL, JSM 6360) with energy dispersive X-ray 

detector (JEOL, JED 2300) was employed to obverse the material morphology and 

analyze the elemental composition. The standard digital multimeter (UNIT UT39B), 

high precision digital multimeter (Agilent 34461A), and semiconductor 

characterization system (Keithley 4200A-SCS) were utilized to read out the electrical 

signals of the devices. An actuator (Beijing Times Brilliant Electric Technology Co., 

Ltd.) was designed to apply different dynamically cyclic pressure. The standard force 

sensor (Bengbu Sensors System Engineering Co., Ltd., JHBM-7) were used to 

calibrate the applied force. The micro controller unit (MCU, Arduino MEGA 2560) 

was adopted to identify and convert the electrical signals. The vernier caliper 

(HANS.w, HS1044A) was used to measure the thickness of the spacer. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Pencil lead is artificial nanocomposite that contains conductive graphite and clay. 

Paper can be readily applied with graphite film by using a pencil during writing or 

drawing process. In this work, the pencil-drawn method was chosen to fabricate the 

biomimetic touch sensor. This method is an efficient and convenient manufacturing 

technique, which provides a competitive advantage compared to other methods such 

as photoetching technique, molecular beam epitaxy, and chemical vapor deposition. 

The as-fabricated paper-based devices are programmable and multifunctional for 

human-related interactive applications as demonstrated in the following sections. The 

detailed fabrication processes can be found in the Experimental Section. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed to observe the typical 
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microstructure morphologies of the surfaces of the pure graph paper, pure abrasive 

paper and different graphite films. Fig. 2a shows the porous morphology of the 

commercial pure graph paper, which is composed of cellulose fibres. The holes were 

formed by stacking the cellulose fibres in crosses. The inset energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) image indicates that the main elements of the pure graph paper 

include carbon and oxygen. The porous structure contributed to depositing graphite 

during the process of pencil drawing on the graph paper. Subsequently, a flat graphite 

film was prepared on the graph paper when all the holes were filled with graphite 

after repeatedly pencil-drawing process (Figs. 2b and 2c). Thus, the mainly influence 

factor of the pressure and position identification of the device was the pattern of the 

graphite film. Note that the graphite films differed on the contents of their containing 

elements by using the different pencils. Comparing the inset EDS images in Figs. 2b 

and 2c (Fig. S2a), it could be found that the carbon content of the graphite film 

fabricated by an 8B pencil was higher than the one of that prepared by a 2B pencil, 

and thus would influence the resistance of the as-fabricated graphite film. Differing 

from the graph paper, the abrasive paper was composed of abrasives (silicon carbide) 

and latex paper and featured the bumps or valleys morphology in the surface (Fig. 2d). 

During the pencil drawing process, the graphite was easily deposited in the valleys 

among the abrasives. After repeatedly drawing for several times, a flat and fresh 

graphite film was formed on the abrasive paper (Fig. 2e). Through pressing an 

adhesive tape on the fresh graphite film and then peeling off it, the bumps 

morphology came out again owing to that the graphite on the top of the abrasives was 

taken off (Fig. 2f). There was still dense graphite on the abrasive paper to form a 

remaining graphite film, which could be confirmed by comparing the inset energy 

spectra in Figs. 2e and 2f (Fig. S2b). 

As the graphite film was continuous on the graph paper, it could be a conductive 

film (Fig. S3). In order to normalize the device, the as-prepared graphite film all had 

the width of 5 mm and the length of 100 mm unless otherwise noted. The relationship 

between the resistance of the graphite film and the distance to a set electrode would 
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turn into almost linear after repeatedly drawing with the pencil (Fig. S3). Bending the 

graph paper substrate, the resistance of the graphite film was still linear (Fig. 3a). 

Although the resistance of graphite film was sensitive to strain, the bending paper 

produced very limited strain on the graphite film, which was generally less than 1%. 

Therefore, the relatively very small change in the bending strain did not significantly 

influence the total film’s resistance no matter using different pencils to prepare the 

graphite film. Note that the resistance of the graphite film fabricated by an 8B pencil 

was observably larger than the one of that prepared by a 2B pencil. In this work, the 

graphite films fabricated by the 8B pencil and 2B pencil were called low-resistance 

film and high-resistance film, respectively. The architecture of the symmetric 

structure was shown in Fig. 3b. The symmetric structure was constructed by two 

graphite films with the same or similar resistance, which were slightly separated by a 

spacer. When an external force was applied on the symmetric structure, the upper 

graphite film would contact with the lower graphite film, which allowed electrons to 

move from the electrode A to electrode B. Since the responding resistance was fixed 

no matter where the contact point was, the type of symmetric structure could not be 

used to confirm the application location of external force to the device. Differently, 

the change in the responding resistance depending on the application location could 

be generated in the asymmetric structure with different resistance of the upper and 

lower graphite films (Fig. 3c). The responding resistance increased almost linearly 

with the distance between the application point and the electrode A in the asymmetric 

structure with upper low-resistance film and lower high-resistance film, and decreased 

with distance in the opposite asymmetric structure. Thus, the paper-based device 

based on the asymmetric structure possessed localization function with the length 

resolution of 5 mm. 

The architecture of a device based on the asymmetric structure when an external 

force applies at different points is built, as shown in Fig. 3d. When an external force 

was applied on the device, the upper film will contact with the lower film, which 

allows electrons to move from the electrode A through the contact area to the 
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electrode B (Fig. 3d-I). The responding resistance of the device is mainly determined 

by the graphite film resistance between the application point and the electrode A, the 

graphite film resistance between the application point and the electrode B, and the 

contact resistance between the upper and lower graphite film (Fig. 3e-I). Thus, the 

responding resistance of the device (Rt) can be expressed as Rt = Rl1 + Rc1 + Ru1, 

where Rl1 and Ru1 are the part resistances of the lower graphite film and upper 

graphite film, respectively, and Rc1 is the contact resistance between the lower and 

upper graphite films. When the external force is applied to another location  (Fig. 

3d-II), the responding resistance of the device is further expressed as Rt = Rl2 + Rc2 + 

Ru2 (Fig. 3e-II). When the device based on the layered structure receives a force larger 

than 5 kPa, the device’s resistance is fixed, even if the external force continues to 

increase at the same point (Fig. S4). Therefore, it can be considered that the contact 

resistance between the upper and lower graphite films is constant after the external 

force is larger than a certain value. Subsequently, the device’s resistance is mainly 

affected by the resistance of the upper and lower graphite films. If the resistances of 

the upper and lower films are same, the responding resistance of the device can be 

simplified as Rt = Rl × x + Rc + Ru × (1-x) = Ru + Rc, where x is the ratio of the 

distance between the application point and the electrode A to the length of the film. 

Regardless of the application point where the external force acts on the device, the 

responding resistance of the device is fixed (Figs. 3f-I and 3f-II). When the device is 

constructed based on the asymmetric structure with different resistance of the upper 

and lower graphite films, the responding resistance of the device is expressed as Rt = 

Rl × x + Rc + Ru × (1-x) = Rc + Ru + (Rl-Ru) × x. Thus, the responding resistance of the 

device increases with the distance in the asymmetric structure with the upper 

low-resistance film and lower high-resistance film (Fig. 3f-III) and decreases with the 

distance in another type of asymmetric structure (Fig. 3f-IV). As a result, by designing 

a layered and asymmetric structure, the 2B pencil drawing on graph paper forming the 

high-resistance film and the 8B pencil drawing on another graph paper forming the 

low-resistance film can be employed to effectively construct a practical localization 

sensor. For example, when the stable current of 8 μA was applied on the localization 
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sensor based on the asymmetric structure with upper low-resistance film and lower 

high-resistance film, the voltage meter could detect the change in the voltage signal 

from the device responding to different touching location (Fig. 3g). Noticeably, the 

voltage signal would disappear after removing the external force. It came out that this 

type of the localization sensor featured a self-switching or self-awakening 

characteristic that no current could flow through the device without being subjected to 

external forces due to the separation of the upper and lower films. The self-switching 

capacity of the localization layer was effective and important for energy conservation 

during the device waiting for work. Besides, the localization sensor characterized fast 

and stable detecting capability responding to the external force at different frequencies 

under a fixed voltage of 5 V (Fig. 3h). Furthermore, the detections by these various 

methods illustrated the simple and diverse way of reading the signal from the device. 

In general, one device to realize multiple functional commands needs numerous 

sensing elements to form a sensing array. However, it would result in intricate wiring 

interconnections and increase the difficulty in the back-end signals processing. As a 

proof-of-concept, a multifunctional localization sensor was constructed based on the 

asymmetric structure that adopted upper low-resistance film and lower high-resistance 

film (Fig. 4a). For human-computer interaction, the localization sensor was virtually 

divided into seven parts from the electrode A to electrode B that the responding 

electrical signals were orderly defined as the functional commands of “Play/Pause”, 

“Zoom in/Zoom out”, “Fast forward”, “Rewind”, “Volume up”, and “Volume down” 

to control a video in the computer (Fig. 4b and Video S1). As an example, when a 

finger touched on the first part of the localization sensor, the responding electrical 

signal would be detected by a micro controller unit (MCU). Subsequently, the analog 

signal was converted into a digital signal to the computer to play or pause the video 

(Fig. S5). Furthermore, the functional localization sensor could be utilized for 

human-machine interaction by redefining the responding electrical signals (Fig. 4c 

and Video S2). Through the back-end signals processing, when a finger touched on 

the specified parts of the localization sensor in turn, a robot would be controlled to 
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implement the prescribed actions of “Glide back”, “Glide forward”, “Turn right”, 

“Turn left”, “Walk back”, and “Walk forward” (Fig. S6). Even if the multifunctional 

localization sensor was under the bending state, it could still confirm the application 

location by proportional distance analysis when the relationship between the 

resistance change and distance was linear (Fig. S7). Note that as the responding 

electrical signals from the localization sensor were stable and differentiated from each 

other, the back-end signals processing did not need multiple sensing objective 

analysis and optimize signals, such as noise reduction and amplification, which made 

a competitive advantage to other multifunctional devices. In addition, the 

multifunctional localization sensor provided other outstanding advantages in terms of 

simplicity in architecture, easiness in fabrication, cost-effectiveness, self-switching 

characteristic, and programmability in function. 

Subsequently, a circular localization sensor was constructed based on the 

asymmetric structure of the upper low-resistance film and lower high-resistance film 

by using a 3D printed arc-shaped template (Fig. 4d and Fig. S8). When an external 

force was applied to it, the circular localization sensor would become conductive (Fig. 

4e). The responding resistance of the circular localization sensor increased with the 

angle (θA) between the application point and the electrode A and decreased with the 

angle (θB) between the application point and the electrode B. The result showed that 

all the responding resistance differentiated from each other corresponding to different 

application location in the arc line. The angle resolution of the circular localization 

sensor was 20° within the angle of 10° to 330°. As a proof-of-concept, a digital dial 

was devised, consisting of ten parts from the electrode A to electrode B (Fig. 4f). Each 

number of the digital dial corresponded to the application location of the circular 

localization sensor. Once a finger touched on the part of the circular localization 

sensor, the responding electrical signal would be converted to a predefined number, 

and then the pointer would point to the corresponding number (Video S3). As a 

summary, the design thought of the asymmetric structure proposed here was universal 

and could construct linear localization sensor as well as circular localization sensor. 
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Based on the simple structure, the touch recognition of one point has been realized. 

Recognition of the positions of two points and sensing the distance between them 

through a device with an extremely simple structure should be further explored in 

future. 

Inset of Fig. 5a is the skeleton of the pressure sensing layer based on the symmetric 

structure that two pieces of abrasive paper with graphite film were face-to-face put 

together and sandwiched a thin spacer. Since the abrasive paper with graphite film 

was bumped morphology (Fig. 2f), the upper and lower films would begin to slightly 

contact when a force was applied. Increasing the external force would make the 

contact be close (Fig. S9). Correspondingly, the responding resistance of the pressure 

sensing layer decreased gradually with the increase of the external pressure and then 

tended to be stable (Fig. 5a). Thus, the abrasive paper with graphite film could be 

used to construct the pressure sensing layer. The sensing range of the pressure sensing 

layer was changed by different thickness of the spacer. The onset response of 

pressures at 0.5, 5, 10 and 17 kPa and final response of pressures at 50, 55, 60 and 70 

kPa corresponded to the spacer’s thickness of 0.12, 0.26, 0.38 and 0.52 mm, 

respectively. As the thickness of the space increased, more external pressure was 

required to bring the upper and lower films into slight contact or close contact, which 

resulted in the increase of the onset and final pressures. The result indicated that the 

sensing range of the pressure sensing layer based on the symmetric structure was 

highly tunable by modulating the thickness of the spacer between the upper and 

bottom films. To further evaluate the pressure-sensing property, repeatedly cycling 

pressure tests were performed on a different location of the pressure sensing layer 

with the spacer’s thickness of 0.38 mm when the applied voltage was fixed at 5 V (Fig. 

5b). Based on the design of the layered symmetric structure, the pressure sensing 

layer was non-conductive when the external pressure was not applied, which was 

beneficial to energy conservation. The responding current of the pressure sensing 

layer was stable in response to the external pressure of 25 kPa (Fig. 5b-I). Larger 

responding current resulted from the increment of the external pressure (50 kPa). As 
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discussed above, the symmetric structure was insensitive to the application location. 

As expected, the responding currents were same when the same external pressure was 

applied at 25%, 50% and 75% of the length of the pressure sensing layer, respectively 

(Figs. 5b-II and 5b-III). Thus, the sensing pressure layer based on the symmetric 

structure could effectively detect pressure magnitude, which was irrelevant to the 

location where the pressure was applied. 

Cryptographic matrix has been widely adopted for security passcodes. The rapid 

development of passcode cracking technique makes the ordinary cryptographic matrix 

vulnerable, which is generally composed of several switches. We postulate that 

force-enhanced cryptographic matrix not only provides switching function but also 

monitors force information that each number key of the force-enhanced cryptographic 

matrix will give four states as “0”, “1”, “2”, “3” corresponding to four kinds of 

pressure information. For example, a passcode is composited of “1235789”. Pressing 

the corresponding number key of the ordinary cryptographic matrix in sequence only 

turns out the defined passcode. However, the force-enhanced cryptographic will yield 

37 combinations in the same pressing order, which can make more safety to the 

secrecy system even if the leakage of passcodes number happens. Fig. 6a 

schematically illustrates the flowchart of the force-enhanced cryptographic matrix 

based on the biomimetic touch sensor, which integrates a localization layer and a 

pressure sensing layer. In this demonstration, the localization layer adopted the 

asymmetric structure with upper graph paper with the low-resistance film and lower 

graph paper with the high-resistance film. The pressure sensing layer was constructed 

based on the symmetric structure with same and layered abrasive papers with graphite 

film. The conductive graphite films of the localization layer and pressure sensing 

layer were prepared in the same size by a Z-shaped 3D printed template (Fig. S10). 

The spatial resolution of the force-enhanced cryptographic matrix was 100 mm2. As a 

whole, the pressure information from a fingertip would be converted into electrical 

signals by the biomimetic touch sensor. Through signals processing, the 

force-enhanced cryptographic matrix determines whether the information entered is 
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correct. It should be noted that the signals from the localization layer and the pressure 

sensing layer were processed independently. Thus, they did not interfere with each 

other. The force-enhanced cryptographic matrix could be used in various terminal 

human-related interactive scenarios, such as acousto-optic alarm and intelligent 

vehicle control. When no pressure was applied on the biomimetic touch sensor (Fig. 

6b-I), there was no electrical signal from the localization layer and pressure sensing 

layer (Fig. 6c-I), as both two functional layers possessed self-switching capability. 

Only the signal from the localization layer was detected by applying the pressure of < 

10 kPa (assigned as gentle touch) (Figs. 6b-II and 6c-II). Further increasing the 

pressure between 10-50 kPa (defined as long click) caused the pressure sensor to also 

respond (Figs. 6b-III and 6c-III). At the fourth state of the biomimetic touch sensor 

(Figs. 6b-IV and 6c-IV), the difference in the responding electrical signal from the 

pressure sensing layer could be used to confirm the pressure level of heavy press (> 

50 kPa). Therefore, the pressure sensing signals from the force-enhanced 

cryptographic matrix could be divided into three grades, which were <10 kPa, 10 to 

50 kPa, and > 50 kPa, respectively. In order to make a visual interactive experience, 

the Z-shaped mechanosensation line of the biomimetic touch sensor was divided into 

nine parts from the electrode A to electrode B corresponding to nine virtual number 

keys of the force-enhanced cryptographic matrix (Fig. 6d). The different pressure 

levels of no pressure, gentle touch, long click and heavy press would be reflected 

respectively by no shining, red light, green light and blue light emitted from a 

full-color light-emitting diode in the specified location. As a proof-of-concept, the 

passcode of the force-enhanced cryptographic matrix was set as: K1 (gentle touch) → 

K2 (long click) → K3 (gentle touch) → K5 (heavy press) → K7 (gentle touch) → K8 

(long click) → K9 (heavy press). Importing wrong pattern, as the example in Fig. 6e, 

would make the acousto-optic alarm work. When the correct pattern was pressed into 

the force-enhanced cryptographic matrix along the path: K1 (gentle touch) → K2 

(heavy press) → K3 (long click) → K5 (heavy press) → K7 (gentle touch) → K8 

(long click) → K9 (long click), the alarm would still work to send out acousto-optic 

warning because the unsuitable strength of the pressure from the tester’s fingertip was 
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imported (Fig. 6f). Only importing the correct pattern and suitable strength as set did 

not make the alarm work and would result in the door of the intelligent opening (Fig. 

6g). The visual examples could be found in the Video S4. The results indicated that 

the design concept of asymmetric structure and symmetric structure greatly simplified 

the architecture of force-enhanced cryptographic matrix and significantly reduced the 

difficulty in the signals processing. The biomimetic touch sensor could be used for 

trajectory recognition with pressure information through synergistically perceiving of 

localization layer and pressure sensing layer. Although the demonstrated biomimetic 

touch sensor featured 3 × 3 sensing pixels, the force-enhanced cryptographic matrix 

may realize higher integration of sensing pixels by preparing larger-sized patterned 

conductive film (Fig. S11). Only two channels were needed to process the localization 

signal and the pressure sensing signal separately. We believe that more fascinating 

human-related interactive applications on the basis of the biomimetic touch 

recognition device will be sprung out. 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, we demonstrated differentiated and programmable paper-based touch 

recognition devices by adopting synergistic sensing of stratified structures. The touch 

sensor integrated with the localization layer and pressure sensing layer enabled to 

simultaneously sense application position and pressure, which did not employ 

numerous sensing elements to form a sensing array. The as-prepared device possessed 

the competitive advantages in terms of simplicity in architecture, self-switching 

capability, and programmability in interactive function. Stable signal identification of 

the touch sensor effectively avoided the use of noise reduction and signal 

amplification. The fundamental characteristics of the proposed asymmetric structure 

and symmetric structure were studied, which could be utilized and open opportunities 

to skillfully construct localization sensor and pressure sensor. Notably, the 

manufacturing strategy was scalable and provided novel mechanosensational sensing 

paradigm for developing human-related electronics. Multifarious interactive 

applications were empirically explored and demonstrated the potentials of the 
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paper-based touch sensor. Force-enhanced cryptographic matrix based on the touch 

sensor verified its extendibility for track identification with pressure information. We 

believe this work not only opens the new potential of green paper-based devices, but 

also contributes to the human-related interactive system by paving a viable way for 

the facile and practical touch recognition devices. 
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Figures 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of natural and biomimetic touch recognition system. (top) Schematic 

of the skin’s sensory function for transmitting the action potentials from Pacinian 

corpuscle (PC), Merkel disk (MD), Meissner corpuscle (MC), and Ruffini corpuscle 

(RC) to brain through nerves. (bottom) Schematic of the translation mechanism of 

biomimetic touch sensor assembled with localization layer (asymmetric structure) and 

pressure sensing layer (symmetric structure) for discerning human-related interactive 

application. 
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Fig. 2. Characterization of materials. (a) SEM image of the pure graph paper. The 

hole formed by stacking the cellulose fibres in crosses is pointed out by a yellow 

dotted circle. Inset is the corresponding energy spectrum. (b and c) SEM images of 

the graphite film prepared by 8B pencil and 2B pencil. Insets are the energy spectra of 

the different graphite film. (d) SEM image and energy spectrum of the pure abrasive 

paper. The red dotted circles point out the abrasives. (e) SEM image and energy 

spectrum of a fresh graphite film prepared on abrasive paper. (f) SEM image of the 

reminding graphite film on abrasive paper after removing some graphite by an 

adhesive tape. The red dotted circles point out the bumps. The corresponding energy 

spectrum is placed in the lower left corner. 
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Fig. 3. Properties of localization layer. (a) Relationship between the resistance of 

graphite film and the distance that departs from one electrode in bending state with 

different curvature. The left axis and right axis correspond to the graphite film 

fabricated by 2B pencil and 8B pencil, respectively. (b) Responding resistance of the 

symmetric structure versus the distance between the application point and the 

electrode A. (c) Linear relationship between the distance of the application point and 

the responding resistance in the asymmetric structure. (d) Schematic diagram of an 

asymmetric structure when an external force applies on different points. (e) Simplified 

equivalent circuit diagram of the sensing mechanism. (f) Calculated resistance of four 

structures based on different relationship of the resistances of upper and lower films. 

The darker the color, the larger the device’s resistance. (g) Responding voltage signal 

of localization sensor based on symmetric structure when touching on different 

location. (h) Localization sensor responding to force stimulation at same location at 

different frequencies. 
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Fig. 4. Interactive applications of localization layer. (a) Skeleton of asymmetric 

structure with upper low-resistance film and lower high-resistance film. The 

localization layer is virtually divided into seven parts from the electrode A to 

electrode B corresponding to seven functions for human-computer interaction and 

human-machine interaction. (b and c) Demonstrations of human-computer interaction 

and human-machine interaction. (d) Structural diagram of circular localization sensor 

based on asymmetric structure. (e) Typical responding resistance of the circular 

localization sensor versus angle. θA and θB are the angle between the application point 

and the electrode A and the angle between the application point and the electrode B, 

respectively. (f) Demonstration of digital dial by using the circular localization sensor. 
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Fig. 5. Property of pressure sensing layer. (a) The comparison of the responding 

resistance of the pressure sensing layer based on the symmetric structure. Inset is the 

skeleton of the symmetric structure that two pieces of abrasive paper with graphite 

film were face-to-face put together and sandwiched a thin spacer. (b) Current 

responses of the pressure sensing layer with the spacer’s thickness of 0.38 mm when 

applied the pressure of 25 and 50 kPa in the multiple loading-unloading processes 

under the fixed voltage of 5 V. The same external pressure is applied at (I) 25%, (II) 

50% and (III) 75% of the length of the device, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Force-enhanced cryptographic matrix. (a) Flowchart of force-enhanced 

cryptographic matrix. (left) Structural diagram of the touch sensor assembled with 

localization layer and pressure sensing layer. (middle) Flowchart of the signal 

processing. (right) Demonstration of acousto-optic alarm and intelligent vehicle. (b) 

Schematic diagram of the touch sensor applied by (I) no pressure, (II) gentle touch, 

(III) long click and (IV) heavy press. (c) Responding electrical signals from the 

localization layer and pressure sensing layer when the touch sensor was applied by (I) 

no pressure, (II) gentle touch, (III) long click and (IV) heavy press. (d) Schematic 

diagram of force-enhanced cryptographic matrix. The Z-shaped mechanosensation 

line is divided into nine virtual number keys. The different pressure levels of gentle 

touch, long click and heavy press are reflected respectively by red, green, and blue 

color. (e-g) Demonstrations of the force-enhanced cryptographic matrix for trajectory 

recognition with pressure information. 

 

 

 


